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E d i t o r ’s n o t e

www.gardenglory.com

Gardening has its own trends and every new year brings
predictions of what’s going to be hot. Everyone from gardening
magazines to blogs to annual home and garden shows has
their own predictions of what will be guiding the market, but
the trends themselves are gradual changes, shifts that gain
momentum over a few years.
Locally, the the shift continues towards rain and pollinator
gardens. Rain gardens rely on specialised indigenous plants to
wick water into the soil, while pollinator gardens are planted with
species that attract and sustain all manner of beneficial birds and
insects. Another popular trend is small-mounding ornamental
grasses becoming the new ‘it’ plant, especially in indigenous

Now
Foodscaping is becoming
extremely popular, with
edible varieties being
incorporated into traditional
landscapes rather than
planted in separate kitchen
plots.

gardens. Obviously the current drought ensures that the focus
remains on waterwise gardens, and it is important for all of us
to remember that it is possible to create such a garden and still
achieve the style and look you (or your customers) desire.
2016 isn’t going to be an easy year, but we can’t lose faith in
our ability to inspire gardeners and garden lovers. We need to be
mindful of new trends, and be open to incorporating them into
our designs, expanding into new avenues that will complement
our current portfolio.
We will all need to think outside the box, to market creatively
and be bold in our approach. If we do this, with lots of love and a
little fairy dust, we will all flourish.

New

Glam Garden Gear
Copper, gold, and brass are huge in
home design right now, so why not
apply it to the garden? Where pops of
bold color used to be the fun way
to interject our personalities
into our gardening style, I
think shades of glam are
taking over for 2016.
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Next
Gardening is
the hobby of
the future

www.gardenglory.com
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P r e s i d e n t ’s m e s s a g e

A

s most parts of the country
are still experiencing water
shortages as a result of the lack
of rain, businesses in the green industry
have been under severe pressure
over the past 6 months. This year it is
very important that SANA continually
strives to offer as many opportunities
as possible that will enable members to
grow their business in the year ahead.
A big thank you must go to our 2016
SANA sponsors who have made this
magazine possible. It is through their
financial contribution that we are able
to grow the Green Industry.
Marketing the benefits of gardening
remains the focus of the ‘Life is a Garden’
(LIAG) campaign. Many members have
commented on how important it is to
market gardening during this economic
down turn we are experiencing, and
LIAG is perfectly placed to make
this possible. Tanya Visser and her
committee are continually striving
to make gardening attractive, using
social media marketing, member
driven content for print media and our
new blogger outreach programme.
The launch of our new LIAG website is
pivotal to the 2016 campaign.
It is fantastic to see how many of
our younger SANA members have
become involved through the Young
SANA initiative. With the addition of
our SANA mentorship programme we
have been able to introduce SANA to
a range of students who are looking at
starting a career in the green industry.
The enthusiasm of the youth, combined
with the guidance and wisdom given
by mentors is very encouraging for the
future of SANA. The interaction of the

different generations on committees
and forums has resulted in interesting
debates and enables all participants to
feel that they can make a difference. On
page 10 we have highlighted some of
our younger members who are rising to
the occasion.
A definite highlight this year will be
the combined conference that SANA,
SAGIC and its affiliated members will
be hosting in Stellenbosch in June. “The
Green Industry Stands Together” is the
perfect theme to set the foundation for
networking opportunities and business
building relationships between all
members. As business and consumer
trends change it is important for SANA
to highlight its member’s strength and
diversity within the green industry.
SANA’s partnership with SALGA
(South African Local Government
Association) has proven to be successful
in introducing to the relevant parties
within local government, the challenges
that our businesses are facing with
regards to drought and water shortages.
Through this partnership SANA has
been able to share with its members
governments forecasting and plans for
water project developments which will
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impact our industry.
Being part of SANA is like being
part of a family. Each member plays a
pivotal role whether being involved
in a committee, participating in SANA
activities and initiatives or sharing
their SANA success stories at meetings,
forums or in conversation. Special thanks
to Tanya Visser, William Webb, Peter
Runkel and our dedicated office staff
for guiding and steering SANA from
strength to strength.
As I enter the last 3 months of my
term as SANA president, it is with great
pleasure and confidence that I can
announce Tanya Visser of The Gardener
Magazine as our incoming president.
Tanya has an enormous amount of
passion and dedication to the green
industry and I know our members will
give her the same amount of support
that I was fortunate enough to enjoy
throughout my presidency.
I look forward to seeing and sharing
a glass of wine with you all in the
beautiful surroundings of Stellenbosch
at convention this year.

Ryan Goodwin

SANA Sponsorhip
The SANA Star Sponsorship programme has been growing steadily
since its launch in 2009 and has assisted our Association by
supporting various projects including the SANA Convention, GCA
Competition, Green Business Magazine, SANA Golf Day and the
Young Retailer and Young Grower awards. In return, depending
on the level of sponsorship, members who participate receive
exposure within the industry.

Sales Pack
Categories of Sponsorship:
1 Star
2 Star		
3 Star		
Diamond
As sponsor your contribution is allocated as follows to make the
following projects possible:
GCA Garden Centre Competition		
Green Business Magazine		
SANA Convention		
Training Workshops		
GCA Competition Awards Ceremony		
SANA Golf Day		
Young SANA Award recipients’ attendance at Convention

50%
20%
17%
4%
3%
3%
3%

What do you get?
•
•
•
•

Exposure on SANA Communication relating to projects sponsored
Exposure at SANA functions i.e. Convention, Golf Day, Trade Fair
Discount for Trade Fair stand
Advertisement in the Green Business Magazine if you are a 2*, 3* or
Diamond Sponsor. (1 Star Sponsors receive a highlighted listing)
• Exposure through displaying of our SANA Sponsorship banner at
events
• Your name or logo on GCA Competition certificates

What will this cost you? (Vat inclusive)
•
•
•
•

1 Star		
2 Star		
3 Star 		
Diamond		

R6730
R13 660
R27 550
R54 620
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1 Star

2 Star

3 Star

Diamond

SANA 2016 sponsors
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MeetYo u n g S A N A m e m b e r s
Three leading young SANA members from different segments of our industry

Growers
sector
Full name: Jolindi Kat
Position: Assistant Production
Manager Malanseuns Pleasure Plants
Main activity of Company:
propagation section of Malanseuns
Pleasure Plants

Retail
sector

Date & Place of birth: 21 Sept 1988
Pretoria
Education: Btech Horticulture TUT
First job: filling bags at Malanseuns
Pleasure Plants and making cuttings
during school holidays.
First job with present group: stock
take at Malanseuns Pleasure Plants
Personal best achievement: being top
student in my class during my studies
Professional best achievement:
helping with automisation and
optimisation of workers in our company,
to save costs and increase productivity.
Person who has had the biggest
influence on your life: my father
Jacques Malan and grandmother Dina
Malan
Person who has had the biggest
influence on your career: Jacques
Malan
Person you would like most to meet:
Charlize Theron
Business person who has impressed
you most: my grandfather Jimmy Malan
Philosophy of life: accept what is, let go
of what was, and have faith in what will
be.

Biggest ever opportunity: being
appointed as Malanseuns Pleasure
Plants propagation devision head
Biggest ever disappointment: was
when I lost faith in myself.
Hope for the future: achieving many
more goals together with my brother
Jimie Malan at Malanseuns.
Favourite reading: I do not like reading
Favourite TV programme: Hawaii 5O,
Chicago MED/ PD /FIRE
Favourite food/drink: ‘n lekker stuk
steak en Steelworks
Favourite music: Afrikaans – Steve
Hofmeyer
Favourite website: Pinterest
Hobbies: crochetting, screenprinting
Car: Toyota
Pets: Rottweiler and miniature
Doberman Pincher
Miscellaneous dislikes: People with
no passion for what they do. Dishonest
people. Our weak currency
Favourite other South African
company: Woolworths
Favourite foreign company: Nolina
Married: Yes
Children: No

Full name: Daylin- Boyd Gibbons
Position: General Manager
Main activity of Company: Garden and
Home Retail
Date & Place of birth: 13/10/1988
Johannesburg
Education: Bcomm Honours in Logistics
and Supply Chain Management
First job: Supply Chain Controller Core
Group
First job with present group: Project
Manager
Personal best achievement: Climbed
Kilimanjaro, Degree
Professional best achievement:
General Management Position
Person who has had the biggest

influence on your life: parents
Person who has had the biggest
influence on your career: Mike Gibbons
Person you would like most to meet:
Connor Mcgregor/ Richard Branson
Business person who has impressed
you most: Anthony Robbins
Philosophy of life: Raise your standards
– every person achieves the standards
they set themselves. “If you don’t set a
baseline standard for what you’ll accept
in your life, you’ll find it’s easy to slip into
behaviors and attitudes or a quality of
life that’s far below what you deserve.” –
Anthony Robbins
Biggest ever opportunity: to work for
one of the largest Garden Centres in the
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country
Biggest ever disappointment: could
have set my goals higher in terms of
sports achievements
Hope for the future: Raise my
standards / serve people and add value
Favourite reading: 4 Hour work week,
Lean Startup and Johhny Wilkinson
Biography
Favourite TV programme: Blacklist,

Allied Trade
sector

Full name: Chelcea Emma Beth Soal
Position: I am the Key Account Manager
at Waterhouse Pumps
Main activity of Company: Waterhouse
is a leading wholesaler of water pumps
and pond accessories to the industry.
Date & Place of birth: Johannesburg –
24 years old.
Education: BA Degree in Corporate
Communication & Marketing. I am
currently completing my Postgraduate
at The Wits Business School in Business
Administration.
First job: selling brownies to my
school peers during the week, and
on weekends I would promote coffee
machines at the Makro branches.
First job with present group: Initially,
Waterhouse hired me as their part time
website graphics assistant.
Personal best achievement: I would
say it is getting accepted into the MBA
framework program, this has been my

Suits and How I met your Mother
Favourite food/drink: burger and
chips/ Jameson Whiskey
Favourite music: like big range from
Coldplay, Avicii and johnny Clegg
Favourite sport: Rugby
Favourite website:
www.2oceansvibe.co.za
Hobbies: sport/ reading / outdoor
activities

Car: Amarok
Pets: None
Miscellaneous dislikes: bad customer
service
Favourite other South African
company: Woolworths
Favourite foreign company: Apple
Married: No
Children: No
Clubs: Fitness Class/ Boxing

longstanding goal for a while.
Professional best achievement:
Definitely working, growing and
learning at Waterhouse over the past 6
years.
Person who has had the biggest
influence on your life: My Bompi and
Grandma. They have been a part of so
many of my greatest memories and
instrumental in my life.
Person who has had the biggest
influence on your career:
Shew, I would say, Neil Levy – My
Corporate Branding lecturer from
my Undergraduate Degree. He put
business into a new perspective for me.
Person you would like most to meet: I
would most like to meet Warren Buffet,
to have a conversation with him and
see how he thinks and what drives him.
Business person who has impressed
you most: without a doubt, my father,
Shawn Soal. He created Waterhouse
from scratch. From an early age I have
watched him persevere, exercise
patience in the business world and
always put his customers first.
Philosophy of life: Mind over
matter! Your mind will always believe
everything you tell it. Feed it faith, feed
it truth and feed it with love.
Biggest ever opportunity: I would
say becoming a part of the Waterhouse
Team. I have been given the
opportunity to see and work in so many
different areas of the business.
Biggest ever disappointment: My first
kiss.
Hope for the future: My hope for
the future is to build and expand
Waterhouse, to get married and raise a
happy family and to continue adding to
my list of memorable moments.

Favourite reading: Motivation
Manifesto by Brendon Burchard – I love
this book!
Favourite TV programme: I love
watching series but I think Suits is my
all-time favourite.
Favourite food/drink: A good glass of
red wine and a slice of baked cheesecake
– YUM!
Favourite music: I have a playlist of
1000+ praise and worship songs – so I
think you could say praise & worship is
my favourite.
Favourite sport: Kickboxing, nothing
like being active.
Favourite website:
www.waterhouse.co.za – even though it
is the Waterhouse website, this website
is by far my favourite. I love the handy
features, the modern & creative look and
the organised feeling it brings.
Hobbies: I really enjoy baking, ballroom
dancing and kickboxing.
Car: I drive a Toyota Yaris, I love my car.
Pets: Yes, two Jack Russell’s and a
pavement special.
Miscellaneous dislikes: I don’t like
funny smells, unorganised days and
olives.
Favourite other South African
company: This is a hard one as I love
many South African companies – but I
would have to go with Woolworths – I
love their company culture, training
systems and on top of that their yoghurt
is the best.
Favourite foreign company: Uber
– I love their business model, the
convenience and the jobs the brand
creates. I think it is brilliant!
Married: nope, not yet.
Children: nope, not yet.
Clubs: yes, The Toastmasters Club.
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A glimpse of a few more
Yo u n g S A N A m e m b e r s
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See the next issue for more Young SANA Members

Business leader
profile
Full name: Mike Gibbons

Number of people under your
leadership: 150

Hope for the future: happy and healthy
future

Position: Managing Director

Management style: Strong Red and
Green

Favourite reading: outdoor magazines ,
aviation magazines, game magazines

Main activity of Company: garden and
home retail

Personal best achievement: starting a
Buying Group (Garden Pavilion)

Favourite TV programme: Suits

Date & Place of birth: 29/09/1954 /
Benoni (Gauteng)

Professional best achievement:
Lifestyle Garden Centre

Education: National Diploma in
Horticulture and National Diploma in
Parks and Recreation Administation

Person who has had the biggest
influence on your life: Lizette Gibbons/
Deighton Clegg/ Oscar Lockwood

Favourite sport: rugby

First job: Trainee Horticulturist

Person who has had the biggest
influence on your career: Mike Rahner/
Rob Stodel/ Jimmy Malan

Hobbies: camping, gardening, game
farming and 4X4

Company: Lifestyle Home Garden

Career history prior to current
position: Horticulturist at Kempton
Park Parks and Recreation Department,
Kirstenbosch Bursary, Flora Farm
Manager, Office Plant Area Manager,
Managing Director of Lifestyle Garden
Centre

Person you would like most to meet:
Richard Branson/ Elon Musk
Business person who has impressed
you most: Ernest Wertheim

Size of first pay check: R170 p.m.

Philosophy of life: be positive

First job with present group:
Managing Director

Biggest ever opportunity: Lifestyle
Garden Centre

Value of assets under your control:
R50 000 000

Biggest ever disappointment: Having
to shutdown Mega Mica Store
AUTUMN 2016
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Favourite food/drink: braai food, Coke,
wine
Favourite music: Johnny Clegg

Favourite website: www.news24.co.za

Car: Fortuner
Pets: none
Miscellaneous dislikes: incompetence
Favourite other South African
company: Mica
Favourite foreign company: Wallmart
Married: yes
Children: two
Clubs: camping and 4X4

To u g h e c o m o m y
turns fingers green

T

he higher cost of groceries has
many people thinking about new
ways to save money.
Rising numbers of people are tempted
by the “good life”, with more and more
food being produced in back gardens.
With the force of a tough economic
climate, increasing numbers of
homeowners are turning green- fingered
as a means of keeping their food bills
down.
Thousands of people are asking
for information on how to grow fruit
and vegetables. Interest is at such a
level that the company which runs the
Chelsea Flower Show, has launched
a smartphone app to help amateur
gardeners. Features include alerting
users when they should water their
plants, when to feed them and when to
re-pot seedlings.
People with the smallest spaces are
even attempting to cultivate plants
and this suggests that those on the
lowest incomes are most anxious to cut

their food bills. With no need to have
a huge garden to grow plants for the
table, people are realising that they can
support families with enough produce
from pots on balconies or pots in
concrete back yards.
The most popular foods grown by
amateurs are herbs and salad leaves,
followed by assorted veggies, potatoes
and strawberries.
Experts believe: Those who expected
the grow-your-own boom to be shortlived will have to come to terms that

there is clearly an enormous desire
to grow at least some food in home
gardens. It will take 60 to 70 days for
most plants to produce something
edible. But more labour and more time
will equal savings -- and perhaps fewer
trips to the expensive grocery store.
South Africa is expected to continue
to see challenging socio-economic
conditions such as inflation and rising
utility costs, which are expected to
continue to exert pressure on consumer
spending. Consumers are expected
to remain price sensitive and demand
products that reflect more affordable
price points. Despite the aforementioned
factors, retailing is expected to continue
its transition in order to maintain its
appeal over the forecast period. Thus,
retailers are expected to widen their
product portfolios to increase their
value shares and target more consumer
groups to match consumers’ needs and
expectations.
Ref: www.cbn.com/cbnnews
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SANA/SAGIC
Join us in the heart of the winelands for the
SANA & SAGIC joint Convention on

7 – 9 June 2016

Our theme is

“The Green
Industry
Stands
Together”...

at the Protea Hotel Stellenbosch.
Delegates also have the option to arrive and stay over on the 6 June.

... and that is exactly what
Convention is about.
Delegates can look
forward to three excellent
speakers, a panel
discussion on industry
related matters, various
industry awards and
ample time to network
with fellow industry
members!
AUTUMN 2016
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Convention
Early Bird Full Rates
•

R6300 full delegate single

•

R5300 full delegate sharing

Early Bird SANA Rates
(SANA Sponsorship rebate included)
•

R5500 full delegate single

•

R4500 full delegate sharing

Booking forms will be sent
out shortly, for queries,
contact Gerdie on
082 780 7628 or
gerdie@sana.co.za
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Convention Programme
7 June
07:00		
09:00		
10:00		
10:15		
11:15		
11:45		
12:45		
13:45		
14:45		
15:45		
16:00		
17:30		
18:30		
		

6 June (optional)
18:00		
19:00		

Pre-dinner drinks
Dinner & Welcome

Breakfast
Registration
Welcome
Justice Malala
Tea/Coffee
Dawie Roodt
Lunch
Quinton Coetzee
Speed Networking
Tea/Coffee
Panel Discussion
Free Time
Depart for Hudson’s
Wine-pairing Dinner & DJ

8 June
07:30		
08:30		

Breakfast
Schalk Bezuidenhout

SAGIC programme

SANA programme
09:30		
09:45		
10:00		
11:00		
11:10		

SANA Welcome
Sponsorship Acknowledgement
SANA AGM
Comfort Break
Information Meeting

13:00						
14:00		
17:45		
18:30		
19:00		

09:30		
09:45		
10:15		
10:45		
11:15		

SAGIC Welcome
SAGIC AGM
SALI AGM
Tea/Coffee
SALI Awards of Excellence

Joint Lunch
14:00		
15:15		
17:30		
18:00		
18:30		

Visit to Garden Centres
Free time
Pre-dinner drinks
SANA Gala Awards Dinner
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SALI Awards of Excellence
Free time
Depart for SAGIC Gala Dinner
Pre-dinner drinks
SAGIC Gala dinner

Speakers
Dawie Roodt

Justice Malala

Dawie is a nationally renowned economist who
specialises in Government finance and monetary
policy and enjoys excellent relations with various
role-players in the South African economic and
financial environment. He participates actively
in media coverage of economic and financial
matters in daily and weekend newspapers, financial
magazines as well as in electronic media, television
programmes and radio stations.
Dawie has been a member of the Tax Advisory Committee of the
Afrikaanse Handelsinstituut, represented Business SA at Nedlac, served as a
committee member of the Greater Johannesburg Chamber of Commerce.
He has also lectured at The Gordon Institute of Business Science of the
University of Pretoria. Dawie holds a Masters degree in Economics (Cum
laude).

Justice Malala is an award-winning journalist, television
host, political commentator and newspaper columnist.
He writes regular weekly columns for The Times
newspaper, the Financial Mail magazine, a monthly
column for DESTINY MAN magazine and regular
columns for the Guardian newspaper in London. He is
also the resident political analyst for e.tv and the eNews
Channel Africa. He also presents a weekly political talk
show – The Justice Factor – on eNCA. His work has been
published internationally in newspapers such as The
Wall Street Journal, Financial Times, The Telegraph, The Independent, Forbes,
Institutional Investor, The Age, The Observer and the Toronto Globe and Mail.
He has also contributed to BBC Online, CNN Online and Deutsche Welle. He has
given talks and rendered political advisory to international and local institutions
such as JP Morgan, Liberty, Standard Chartered, Old Mutual, Investec, Edcon,
Nedbank and many others.

Quinton Coetzee

Schalk Bezuidenhout

Quinton takes his audience on a fascinating journey
into the African bush. He demonstrates how a
San Bushman Tribe (the Company/ Group) is able
to thrive in a harsh, ever-changing environment
(the Marketplace/ Workplace) due to a thorough
understanding of the wildlife on which they depend
(the Income Source/ Clients) and the predators with
which they compete (the Competition).
The message is powerful and draws parallels
between survival in the bush and success in the
business world. Quinton focuses on the timeless ‘Universal Laws of Survival’ – the
“must do’s”, “essentials”, “non-negotiables”…the “nuts and bolts”, which are the
“basics” that underpin success in any endeavour. In a compelling manner, he takes
the audience back to the origins of these basics, defines what the basics actually
are and proves that enhanced performance and greater success can only be
achieved once these basics are firmly in place.

Schalk Bezuidenhout grew up in a very Afrikaans
town next to the airport. He left Kempton Park,
where he attended an Afrikaans pre-primary,
primary and high school, for the University of
Cape Town, which helped – considering how he’d
evolved from an Afrikaans conservative caterpillar
into something of a drama queen butterfly.
Schalk has come a far way in the short amount of
time that he has been doing comedy. He has had
the privilege to perform at some great venues,
alongside some even greater comedians.
Highlights include opening for Trevor Noah, winning the SA Comic’s
Choice Award and being invited to perform at the Blacks Only Comedy
Show.
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Suppliers

Associated Product Suppliers

Company........................................................................Tel no
Isowall SA ...........................................................................012 804 0557
Just Organic........................................................................071 645 2256
Kombat.................................................................................033 417 1906
KLB Engineering...............................................................011 668 1923
LAWNCO cc.........................................................................011 392 5066
Len & Ansie Du Plooy .....................................................012 323 5541
Lily Loves.............................................................................076 619 9188
Limefert................................................................................012 346 0762
Logiway................................................................................082 903 5642
Makhro Home and Garden...........................................021 981 4011
Mango Moon.....................................................................031 766 3823
Marine Growers.................................................................021 419 0124
Marltons Pets& Products................................................031 832 3000
Mayford Seeds...................................................................011 548 2800
Metson@Home..................................................................011 792 8968
Miniature Fairy Gardens.................................................021 945 3938
Naboom Plastiek...............................................................082 414 1480
New World Pottery...........................................................012 756 4125
Norsag Trading .................................................................086 111 1720
Nutrigro Cocopeat...........................................................083 645 7961
Organics for Africa............................................................033 413 2960
Pamper Hamper................................................................021 534 0404
Pebbles City........................................................................011 452 1540
Plasgrow .............................................................................013 751 2076
Price and Sons...................................................................021 591 1224
Protek....................................................................................011 812 9800
R and J Consulting ..........................................................012 346 8810
RJE Distributors ................................................................083 707 1689
Sebor Manufacturing .....................................................011 762 1221
Shiman ................................................................................011 635 3000
Sought After Seedlings..................................................082 365 0050
Starke Ayres........................................................................0860 782 753
Stone Image.......................................................................083 271 6377
Stoneage Sandton ..........................................................011 887 4940
Taljar Services....................................................................012 333 2927
The Pot Company ............................................................082 832 2255
The SA Bulb Company....................................................082 921 8946
Tree Tags..............................................................................082 714 0724
Trees Id.................................................................................082 891 7625
Tshala Plant Brokers.........................................................012 371 9240
Tunnel Quip........................................................................033 386 2398
Vanstone Precast..............................................................012 541 2056
Water Feature Warehouse.............................................012 756 4355
Waterhouse Pumps.........................................................011 466 8250
Wild Ways............................................................................083 644 8997
Wildcrete.............................................................................079 695 0472

Company........................................................................Tel no
4 Seasons 4 U.....................................................................012 802 2118
A.D.E. Labelling & Barcoding........................................011 792 7154
African Water Features....................................................082 269 9539
Alrose Chemicals..............................................................011 918 1715
Ann’s Potteries...................................................................057 212 3717
Atlantic Fertilisers.............................................................0860 110 110
AVR Holdings ....................................................................011 475 3788
Ball Straathof .....................................................................011 794 2316
Bark Enterprises................................................................071 034 0603
Bonera Trading..................................................................034 318 6668
C & M Landscaping Supplies........................................012 807 7359
Concrete Creations..........................................................011 968 2110
Cotton Picker......................................................................011 477 0626
Crop Supplies.....................................................................072 223 7505
Culterra................................................................................011 300 9913
Daschner Metal Art..........................................................082 574 9803
Decorbuzz in and out.....................................................083 293 1498
DK Rock Pots One.............................................................071 697 1759
Dynatrade...........................................................................011 764 5416
Earth 2 Earth ......................................................................011 792 9330
Eco Earth Friends International...................................082 453 4476
Efekto Care .........................................................................011 287 5700
Ever-Grow............................................................................041 484 1153
Farmyard Organics ..........................................................033 569 0680
Fibre Features ...................................................................083 406 1677
Filmflex Plastics Natal......................................................031 7054660
Flora Imports......................................................................011 918 4620
Floriseeds............................................................................011 660 1890
Fryslan Wood.....................................................................011 023 0551
Fusion Home Accessories .............................................011 969 6543
Garden Palette...................................................................081 307 4473
GebCo...................................................................................011 468 3667
Gerna’s Beton Boutique.................................................073 792 8895
Grass Roots Nursery........................................................012 252 7235
Green Connection.Kim...................................................021 919 0997
Green Power SA................................................................012 997 4465
Greena..................................................................................011 884 3777
Greenfingers .....................................................................041 364 0288
Greenhouse Technologies.............................................011 613 3103
Groplast ..............................................................................011 848 7600
Grovida Horticulture Products....................................031 205 2872
Growrite...............................................................................021 685 3673
Hadeco ................................................................................010 140 1300
HAIFA South Africa...........................................................021 982 0309
HAP Garden Décor...........................................................076 842 9212
HP Labelling......................................................................011 914 1830
Hydro Scapes.....................................................................012 807 3256
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to the trade

Plant material Suppliers
Company........................................................................Tel no
Ludwig’s Rose Farm.........................................................012 544 0144
M.C.M Nursery...................................................................013 792 4850
Madibri ................................................................................082 376 3912
Magenta Plant Distributors...........................................012 807 0768
Malanseuns Plesier Plante.............................................012 549 2128
Montana Nurseries..........................................................079 871 6175
Morning Dew Cycas.........................................................017 631 4039
Munda Wanga...................................................................021 863 1821
NedPlant Nursery.............................................................014 576 1145
New Horizen Farm Nursery...........................................021 551 7010
New Plant Nusery.............................................................044 889 0055
Ngena Succulents............................................................079 317 5396
Nonke Plants......................................................................021 887 6972
Oribi Nursery......................................................................039 317 1238
Paarl Kwekery.....................................................................021 863 1036
Parker Victor Estates........................................................083 297 4741
Peebles Plants....................................................................011 708 2181
Plant Culture......................................................................021 881 3286
Plant Depot.........................................................................076 816 4970
Planthaven Nursery ........................................................039 317 2401
Plantimex............................................................................087 805 6100
Prime Genetics..................................................................012 259 0395
Princess Groot Bome.......................................................011 795 3675
Ribola Plants and Landscapes.....................................082 556 5883
Roos Kwekery.....................................................................082 410 7219
Sacio Trading Enterprise................................................078 745 8278
Samgro.................................................................................021 873 4377
Sebenza Wholesale Farm...............................................039 312 0378
Shadowlands Nursery.....................................................021 903 0050
Simons Pride......................................................................031 781 1610
Sittig Nursery ....................................................................012 259 0900
Siyakula Nursery...............................................................076 639 7949
Stephens Nurseries..........................................................083 444 7609
Sun Gardens.......................................................................011 462 1872
Three Bushketeers............................................................012 250 2500
Top Crop Nursery .............................................................033 569 1333
Tree Factor..........................................................................015 295 4461
Treeshop..............................................................................083 442 2112
Tuberflora Kwekery..........................................................011 662 1954
Tulbagh Kwekery..............................................................023 230 0694
Varing Kwekery.................................................................012 111 0947
Vrone Seedlings................................................................079 794 5000
Willowfeather Farming Enterprises............................073 265 9342
Windy Willows...................................................................079 492 2549
Wiveton Plant Grower.....................................................033 212 3525
Zanthe Flora ......................................................................014 577 1096

Company........................................................................Tel no
Afrinova Horticulture......................................................081 038 2290
Alfa Farm......................................................................011 948 7961/2/3
Alriwi Kwekery...................................................................087 750 9573
Andy Titterton Wholesale Nursery.............................011 949 1322
Aqua Flora Water Garden Nursery..............................083 451 9975
Arnelia Farms.....................................................................022 723 1022
Avedore Wholesale Nursery ........................................010 591 6821
Ball Straathof .....................................................................011 794 2316
Belgro Horticulture..........................................................079 862 9895
Blackwood Nursery .........................................................082 379 1858
Braaks Plants .....................................................................010 590 9732
Bristle Cone Groothandel..............................................012 207 9904
CND Nursery ......................................................................087 940 9617
Coastal Nurseries..............................................................039 312 2627
Colorweis ............................................................................083 265 9043
Coprosma Nursery.......................................................011 952 9970/1
Corderosa Wholesale Nursery .....................................014 576 1036
Cotton Picker......................................................................011 477 0626
Doonholm Nursery..........................................................086 124 4837
Doornspruit Kwekery......................................................079 213 9205
Du Prins Wholesale Nursery ........................................082 850 8019
Elands Nursery...................................................................041 955 5671
Excelsior Nursery..............................................................015 583 0262
Exotica Nursery.................................................................013 753 8300
Expectra Wholesale Nursery ........................................012 807 0768
Fairholme Plants...............................................................082 550 8703
Fernhaven Nursery .........................................................012 809 0441
Ferns Nursery ....................................................................039 315 6911
Fisk Horticulture................................................................021 884 4313
Floradale Nurseries .........................................................043 748 2420
Florex Indoor Plant Service...........................................083 258 6337
Floriculture Wholesale Growers..................................081 464 5147
Garden Graft Landscapes & Gaitsway Nursery .....082 800 2809
Garden Magic Big Trees..................................................082 576 2696
Green Reflections.............................................................082 777 9325
Green Solutions................................................................021 572 3930
Heuer’s Wholesale Nursery...........................................012 253 2097
Impala Nursery .................................................................014 577 1310
Instant Trees Nursery......................................................011 906 9901
Jesmond Dene...................................................................033 396 5000
Jozi Carnivores...................................................................082 856 9876
Kazi Mingi Nursery Farm ...............................................079 871 8829
Keith Kirsten Horticulture International...................011 317 0903
Klugro Kwekery ................................................................013 752 6461
Laduma Nursery & Landscaping.................................011 965 0035
Leckhampton Farm..........................................................072 356 7903
Letaba Nurseries...............................................................082 456 2902
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By Wayne Stewart

At some point or another when we were
younger we all loved seeing and playing
with a miniature version of the world we
live in. Girls played with doll houses, and
boys played with train sets and dinky
cars. Today the world has changed, but
small-scale joy is still seen in villages built
out of Lego and fairies joining dinosaurs
in the playground.

Miniature gardening
is the latest gardening
trend, taking the world
by storm one tiny step
at a time.
It suits both young and old, and is a
great weekend project to divert young
minds away from screens and towards
nature.
Even if you’re not an expert gardener,
miniatures always seem to turn out cute
– finding your creative spirit is what it’s
all about! And there’s no better therapy
than the building and tending of the
land you first saw in your imagination
and dreams.

Gardening
in miniature
home. The only limit is your imagination.
We found loads of inspiration online and
a quick search on Pinterest will have you
itching to start.
A great way to get started is to plant
up a large tray. A broken clay flower
pot can also be resurrected for a new
life as a landscaped miniature garden
scene. Make sure your tray has sufficient
drainage and use a good potting soil,
not garden soil, as your base. Once that
is in place, you can start to assemble
your story.
We love the idea of a miniature
garden where fairies play, but there is
no reason why you can’t plant a small
jungle where dinosaurs hide, or a farm
scene with cows or sheep on miniature
hills. Sculpt the soil to give the idea
of a terrace or a hobbit mound, using
terracotta pots, pebbles, sticks and
gravel. Don’t forget the scale you want
to achieve. Sticks become branches and
pebbles become large rocks, all adding
to the final look.

Which plants are best suited?

Anything that has small leaves and
will grow in shallow soil is perfect.
Remember that it is all about scale – in
the miniature world, moss can become
grass and a baby succulent can be a
large shrub.
Plants for beginners:
• Irish moss
• Peace in the home
• Baby cacti and succulents
• Dwarf mondo grass
• Baby love palms
• Miniature African violets
• Sedum
• Polka dot plant

How to build a miniature
garden

You can create miniature landscaped
gardens on almost any scale. The most
popular ones are tabletop size and can
stand indoors or on a patio, depending
on the plants that you choose, bringing
a touch of green and a story to the

Once you have your garden scene it’s
time for fun and to play with accessories.
If you don’t have a toy box to raid, visit
your local garden centre for supplies. We
have seen some beautiful accessories
on our travels including fairies, benches,
fencing, bridges, pathways, and even
miniature stepping stones, complete
ponds and the tiniest bird baths.
TIP: An easy way to show children how
to scale the garden smaller is by using
a toilet roll tube. If they look through it,
they should see the complete picture as
if it was a photograph of a regular-size
garden.

Where to put it

Make sure your miniature garden gets
a lot of light. Low light levels will result
in plants growing thin and leggy, and it
will be harder to keep looking good. If
your garden is outdoors, we recommend
morning sun and afternoon shade. From
around 11:00 they should be in the
shade to cool the roots down, which are
at risk in a small pot.
If you have your garden indoors, keep it
in the brightest spot possible. If you plan
to grow it on a windowsill, make sure it
does not get sun through the glass – try
a south-facing window.

Watering

One of the most important factors in
your success is watering; too little or
too much water will definitely not help
your garden. The amount and frequency
of water given are determined by the
weather. If your garden is outside, you
will have to water at least once to twice a
day in summer, depending on the heat.
Inside it should stay damp at all times,
but not wet, so watering around 3-4
times a week is recommended.
Always water until water runs out
the bottom of the pot. This means all
the roots will have access to water. The
main watering should always be done
early in the morning to keep the soil cool
through the day.

Love your miniature garden

Shaping and pruning is part of the fun
AUTUMN 2016
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of tending to a miniature garden. Simply
trim away that you do not want, using
small scissors or secateurs for a clean cut.
As the plants outgrow the scale of your
miniature garden, simply take them out
and plant them into your regular garden,
and replace them with some fresh
plants for the fairies, gnomes and your
imagination to play with.
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W h ai n t2’s0 1 6 p o t t i n g
Life is a Garden has been
working really hard on a couple
of initiatives, as described
below. We are all about
creating relationships this
year - with our members, our
followers, the press and also
with our bloggers. We have a
brand new website currently
under development and we are
hoping that this will support
us in our relationship-building
efforts, as well as to make a
major resource for every South
African gardener. Read more
on our 2015 stats and our
initiatives below!

3 new types of social
media posts:

Indoor Plants of the
Month
#GreenMonday: Life is a Garden has
collaborated with Green Monday SA
and is posting a plant-based recipe
every Monday with the hashtag,
#GreenMonday

For the Next Few Months
March: Chrysalidocarpus
April: Ficus Bonsai
May: Vriesea Splenriet
June: Guzmania
July: Sanseveria Laurenti
August: Golden Futura

Social Media
Facebook: 21,848 followers (facebook.
com/lifeisagardensa)
Instagram: 565 followers (instagram.
com/lifeisagardensa)
Twitter: 1,417 followers
(twitter.com/lifeisagardensa)
Pinterest: 667 followers
(pinterest.com/lifeisagardensa)
Content across social media channels
(Facebook, Twitter and Instagram):
We are continuing with our daily
gardening tips each weekday, based on
regional content from our “what to do in
the garden this month” article
On Saturdays, we post
#GardeningFunnies and on Sundays,
#GardeningInspiration

#WaterWiseWednesdays: We are
promoting water wise gardening tips
and plants across Facebook, Twitter
and Instagram every Wednesday
and have asked all of our members
to join us in this initiative by posting
a #WaterWiseWednesday tip every
Wednesday

Articles
Being sent out to 91 publications.
What to do in the garden this month
(what to plant, sow, prune, spray, feed)
Edible gardening
Indoor plant of the month
Kids activity

#OhMyGarden: These are funny or
interesting pictures of gardens and/
or gardening which we post every
Thursday or Friday
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The final figure for our press coverage in
December 2015 was R448 330.20, total
for 2015 was R1,161,071.20.

Top Plants of the Month

members, and also to “get feet through
the door” of garden centres. We currently
have 2 influencers in the Western Cape,
one in Gauteng and one in KZN, with
another possibility in Gauteng. We have
had some lovely articles/social media
posts from our bloggers so far and can’t
wait to see what else they come up with!

Newsletters

Cool Cauliflower
Cauliflower is regarded as the aristocrat
of the vegetable world and there is
something venerable about a large,
snowy white head of cauliflower. This
spicy relish or pickle is a great way to use
up extra cauliflower and it is delicious
with meat and cheese. Our variation is
based on British piccalilli, which was first
mentioned in 1845.

We are continuing with the Growers
Project and each month, the 5 top
plants of the month for each region
are displayed on the Life is a Garden
website, along with their stockists
in each region. We are also currently
working on A5 POS for the top plants
and will be rolling these out each
month and adding them to the Life is a
Garden trade page, where they can be
downloaded directly by garden centres
and printed, along with all of our other
posters and POS material.

Blogger Outreach
Blogger outreach is an
initiative to extend the
reach of gardening as a
leisure activity into new
audiences.
By “piggybacking” off
the huge followings of
online influencers (aka
bloggers, celebs, stylists,
photographers etc), we
can reach audiences
previously untouched
by SANA and our
members.
We believe that all of our members
will see the benefit of more feet into
GCA stores, and we are working hard to
build new relationships with influencers
who will say wonderful things about
gardening and share their thoughts with
their thousands of followers.
Stores that would like to be visited by
these influencers are encouraged to get
in touch – Life is a Garden will do all the
legwork, we just need you to put your
hand up.
We are working really hard to
build and keep relationships with our
influencers, as well as our garden centre

Glorious Gumboot Garden
Aren’t gumboots just the most versatile
things ever? If you’re not jumping in mud
puddles with them, using them to keep
warm on those chilly days, or just looking
plain cool, then you could put them to
use in the garden. Put the garden in
them, instead of them in the garden! This
is also perfect for making use of all those
long-outgrown gumboots that are lying
around.

We are currently sending 3 newsletters,
as follows:
•
•

•

Consumer newsletter: Includes
content from our monthly articles
going out to the press
Marketing newsletter: This also
includes content from our monthly
articles going out to the press, but
also includes anything that we’ve
been up to
Analytics and publicity report:
This is sent out in the middle of the
month and includes a report on
social media, press coverage stats
and links to Youtube screen-casts of
anything that members are unsure
how to do.

Snippets of Content for
March Newsletter
March in the Garden
Mother Nature is holding her breath.
She is calming her winds, lengthening
her shadows and cooling down the
sun’s rays in preparation for a seasonal
change. Use the quiet and peaceful days
of March to make the most of your late
summer and early autumn garden.
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Indoor Plant of the Month - The areca
or butterfly palm / Chrysalidocarpus
The areca palm or butterfly palm is an
indoor houseplant that is relatively easy
to care for and has much going for it. It’s
so attractive that it has been awarded
the Royal Horticultural Society’s Award
of Garden Merit,
which is no mean
feat for a plant
grown more
commonly
indoors than
out.

Snippets for this month in
the garden
What to plant: In the Western Cape, it is
prime time for perennials like Japanese
anemones and red hot pokers, grasses
like Pennisetum ‘Fireworks’, pink muhly
grass, Miscanthus and restios.
What to sow: In Gauteng, sow
Namaqualand daisies, sweet peas,
poppies, primula, foxgloves, hollyhock,
larkspur.
What to spray: In the Free State, start
spraying, or sprinkle insect granules
around your conifers to combat the
dreaded Italian cypress aphid, which
becomes active in cool weather.
What to feed: In KZN, fertilise bananas,
mangoes and pawpaws and cut down
asparagus foliage. Early citrus crops will
start ripening now.
What to prune: In Mpumalanga, remove
damaged leaves from gerbera clumps
or divide them now if they are too
overgrown.

Life is a Garden Plan –
2016-2017

Autumn SMS
Campaign

We have completed our plan for the
2016-2017 year and this is also available
for download from the Life is a Garden
trade page.

(HelloAutumnGardens)
We will be running a competition from
1 March to the end of May, whereby
we’ll ask entrants to SMS their details
and a specific keyword to us. They’ll go
into a draw and the winner will receive
a hamper of gardening tools to the
value of R10,000.00. The campaign will
have the following objective: To obtain
people’s details to add to the consumer
newsletter and to create regional
Whatsapp broadcast groups, for our
content to reach those who are not on
social media. Ultimately, we would like
to reach more consumers and followers
and grow the Life is a Garden brand.
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Current posters
and POS

Autumn competition:
posters coming soon –
watch this space!
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South

Wa t e r S
W

ithout water, nothing on Earth
can survive. It is not surprising
then, that water has featured
strongly in both international and local
media of late, especially when it comes
to water conservation and reducing
water consumption. Businesses have
been encouraged to formulate water
management plans into their reports,
while homeowners and end users
have been asked to adhere to water
restrictions and put measures in place to
reduce the amount of water they use in
their homes and gardens.

Some quick facts on South
Africa’s climate
•
•
•

South Africa’s western regions are
defined as semi-desert.
Up to 21% of the country receives
less than 200 mm of rain a year.
South Africa as a whole is classified
as semi-arid, receiving an average
annual rainfall of 495 mm.
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•
•
•

South Africa also has a very low
run-off rate, with only 9% of rainfall
reaching the rivers as runoff.
The average annual potential
evaporation is higher than the
rainfall in most parts of the country.
Only 8% of land in South Africa
provides up to 50% of the country’s
surface water.

Although South Africa is regarded as
a dry country, this current ‘dry spell’ is
being regarded as a full-scale drought.
While drought is a natural phenomenon
that cannot be prevented, the knockon effects on a country’s livelihood can
be devastating. Recent reports from
the South African Weather Services
indicate that South Africa’s 2015 rainfall
was the lowest since 1904, at a total
annual precipitation of 403 millimeters.
In addition, large cities such as
Johannesburg and Pretoria experienced
record-high temperatures in 2015. This
excessive heat is the result of the El Niño
weather event. El Niño and La Niña are
complex weather patterns resulting
from variations in ocean temperatures in
the Equatorial Pacific. El Niño episodes
typically last nine to 12 months. The
southern part of Africa generally receives
below-normal rainfall during El Niño
years.
Reports indicate that good rains,
also known as a ‘wet period’, may be
up to seven years away, due to the
prolonged dry spell that South Africa
is experiencing, as well as the effects
of El Niño. It is forecasted that El Niño
will begin its decay during autumn and
towards the early winter seasons. There
is still a high likelihood of dry conditions
over most of the country towards late

A f r i c a’s

Situation
summer and early autumn, as well as
warmer than normal temperatures
across most of the country.

Implications for the Green
Industry
Water is an essential component to the
operations of all green industry and
business, and small changes in and
around your work environment can
make a great difference in the amount of
water consumed. For example, fixing a
leaking tap can save more than 30 litres
of water an hour.

•
•

Mulch, mulch, mulch!
Watering techniques and times

References:
WWF-SA Report 2013. An introduction to South
Africa’s Water Source Areas.
http://www.weathersa.co.za/learning/climatequestions/36-what-kind-of-droughts-does-southafrica-experience

Here are some Water Wise
tips to save water:
•

•
•

•
•

Fix leaks. This usually only requires
the replacement of washers or
connectors for hosepipes, which is a
fraction of the cost caused by a leak.
Don’t use a hosepipe to wash down
hard surfaces; rather use a broom.
Discover how much water you
actually use by installing a water
meter and learning how to read it
regularly.
Collect rainwater and use it to where
possible in the landscape.
Consider options to reuse and
recycle water in your operations.

•
By understanding our water situation
and appreciating the value of water, we
can strive to be Water Wise in our dayto-day activities. Follow these suggested
ideas to help your customers to save
water in the garden:
•
Correct plant choices
•
Zoning
•
Compost to improve soil

For more information, please
contact Water Wise at 0860 10 10
60 or waterwise@randwater.co.za.
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SOLAR PROJECT – REDUCING CARBON FOOTPRINT

Solar thermal
The board of directors of both LVG Plants and its marketing and distribution
company, Plantimex, are passionate about their products and the environment.
So to embark on a solar thermal project which produces hot water via solar
technology to heat the greenhouses was a fairly easy decision. After a 6
month construction phase, the solar collector field was finally completed and
commissioned in October 2015.
LVG cultivates plants in state of the art greenhouses – using diffused plastic
with automated sun screens and pad and fan cooling systems. Greenhouses are
heated all year round by heating pipe lines underneath the production tables.
Some greenhouses require a constant temperature of 28 ºC or more all year
round.

Solar panels containing pipes that
drops the hot water into the insulated
pipe line
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The field of solar panels

Dramatic view of the solar panels

Solar panels on the left, insulated pipes through
which the water is pumped into the collector tank in
the background. This tank contains 2 million litres of
water
Currently LVG has two coal boilers of 10 MW in separate
boiler rooms. One boiler is sufficient to heat the entire farm,
however it is of vital importance that a second boiler is on
standby should the need arise. Total coal consumption is
approximately 3285 tons per year. Average coal consumption
in winter is 11 tons per day, with an average of 8 tons per day in
summer.
In summer, most of this energy is used to keep the boiler
on “standby” operation. The solar project will reduce the
carbon footprint significantly and impact that LVG has on the
environment. The project will pay itself off in seven years and
the company’s aim is to invest further in renewable energy in
short term future.
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3

ways to GROW
your business

in today’s tough economic climate

The South African economy has taken a
few hard knocks in recent months and as
the business environment becomes more
competitive, entrepreneurs may have to change
the way they do business.
With more binding electricity supply
constraints and a tighter fiscal stance in 2016
than previously expected, the economy is
struggling and this is putting direct and
indirect pressure on business owners as well
as consumers who are careful about spending
money as a result of higher inflation and
upward interest rates. Here are three tips for the
business owner in
today’s uncertain
times:
Cash flow

2

1

Now is the time for business owners
to rein in operating expenses and
overheads and work on improving
efficiencies.
In tough economic times cash flow
is probably the most important aspect
of a business which needs to be closely
managed. Be cautious when it comes
to taking on large capital projects in a
struggling economy as this can place
additional pressure on the business.
It is important to strike a balance –
prepare for the next positive
business cycle but always ensure
you are able to survive the wait
while the market turns. Despite
challenging conditions, there will
be more than enough opportunity
for businesses to chase their
expansion ambitions once the
economy recovers.

Entrepreneurs find themselves caught in
the middle. Input costs are increasing and
suppliers are reluctant to extend longer
credit terms but business owners also have to
protect their own client base by keeping prices
competitive and, sometimes, have to extend
credit terms to their clients to secure the sales
of their product.
Reduced margins may require business
owners to reassess his/her current business
model. During times like these entrepreneurs
should stay close to their business partners
such as suppliers, customers and bankers and
advise them up front of any pressures on
the business or potential challenges. They
know the economy is tough and will
often be willing to work together to
get through a difficult time.

Innovation

3

FIN24 article 2015
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Stay close to key
partners

A low growth environment can
create opportunities for
entrepreneurs to negotiate deals to
buy plant and equipment at really
good prices.
This can also be a good time for
entrepreneurs to innovate and
identify new revenue streams
by diversifying their businesses,
particularly if this can be done
without large capital outlay.
Difficult economic conditions may
force business owners to look for new
markets and customers or to look
for alternative suppliers who offer
different products and may consider
more favourable pricing options.
Sustainable innovation can help
businesses improve their
competitive advantage.

